Functional compensation or pathology in cortico-subcortical interactions in preclinical Huntington's disease?
Huntington's disease (HD) is an autosomal dominant neurological disorder, with degeneration amongst others affecting the basal ganglia dopaminergic system. Recent findings suggest compensatory as well as pathogenetic mechanisms mediated via the adenosine receptor system in the presymptomatic stage (pHD) of HD. The adenosine receptor system is functionally related to the dopaminergic system. In this study, we assessed error processing, a dopamine-dependent cognitive function, using an event-related potential the error negativity (Ne/ERN) in pHD and controls. This was done by means of a flanker task. The Ne consists of a cognitive and a motor component, expressed via different frequency bands. Time-frequency decomposition of the Ne into delta and theta sub-components was applied to assess if degeneration or compensation predominantly involve cognitive or motor processes. No parameter of the behavioral data (reaction times, error frequency, corrections, post-error slowing) differed between the groups. A selective increase in the power of the cognitive delta-Ne component was found in pHD relative to controls inversely related to the estimated age of onset (eAO). Thus, the increase in the power of the cognitive delta-Ne component was stronger in pHD with an earlier eAO. An earlier eAO implies stronger pathogenetic mechanisms. Due to the behavioral data our results speak for a solely cognitive compensating-mechanism controlling performance monitoring in pHD. In contrast, correlations with eAO suggest that the increase in delta-Ne activity is also related to pathogenesis. It is proposed that compensation is a transient effect of the whole pathogenetic dynamics of HD, with these two processes not foreclosing each other.